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THE  
EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY

Etahir Resources’ primary goal will be to acquire oil and gas concessions in the Gulf  
Cooperation Council (GCC) for purposes of exploration, development and production of  
petroleum hydrocarbons.  
 
The development of these concessions will be managed by our management team in 
Calgary, Canada in conjunction with our partners in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. 
 
Etahir Resources will provide Canadian oil field technical and operational expertise to  
capitalize on opportunities for both new field discoveries, and the optimization of existing 
well production in the GCC. 

Etahir’s UAE partners will facilitate access to properties within the GCC region and provide 
governmental relationship support for the venture. 

Our partners in UAE are well positioned to access the local knowledge, capital and all 
the additional resources necessary to successfully develop the GCC concessions.



THE  
CORPORATE 

STRATEGY
Etahir will implement innovative Canadian oilfield exploration, production and recovery 
technologies to concessions and/or assets in the GCC. 

By applying these sophisticated Canadian oilfield exploration and production technologies 
to a portfolio of properties in the GCC, Etahir Resources aims to deliver superior value 
accretion to all stakeholders involved in this venture. 

In alignment with UAE’s Vision 2021 Initiative, Etahir is committed to sustainable natural 
resource development. Innovative green technologies will be applied to every aspect of 
our company’s natural resource development. 



THE  
OPPORTUNITY

Canada has a long history of developing 
new technology for petroleum exploration,  
production and delivery.  
 
The Canadian oil and gas industry has  
pioneered many innovative technologies, 
such as horizontal or directional drilling,  
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) and enhanced 
stimulation of tight oilfield reservoirs. 

Oil production from many of the reservoirs 
in the GCC has decreased to the point
where production profitability is becoming

marginal and the fields are “shut-in.” In most 
cases, substantial oil reserves are left in 
place when the initial oil extraction process 
moves on to a more profitable well site.  
 
The remaining reserves can be recovered 
with modern EOR and stimulation technology 
as exploited in the Canadian market. 
 
Canada has developed an effective  
environmental framework to enable  
petroleum production with minimal impact 
on the natural environment.  

Alberta’s Energy Resources Conservation 
Board is generally regarded as one of the 
best energy regulatory agencies in the 
world. Our team members have worked 
responsibly within this regulatory system 
for innumerable combined years. 

BACKGROUND



Etahir Resources will implement one or 
more of the following technologies as  
required on a site-by-site basis in the  
development of their EOR program in  
the GCC: 

Reservoir Engineering  
Analysis of existing technical and production 
data to determine a geological profile each 
reservoir and design an optimal EOR  
program for each individual site.

Horizontal/Directional Drilling  
Re-enter existing well bores with  
proprietary or conventional horizontal  
drilling technology to substantially increase 
direct connection between the well bore 
and the reservoir. This will, in many cases, 
be accomplished with multiple horizontal, 
radial laterals, penetrating the productive 
horizons left by previous extraction activities. 

Drilling Infill Wells  
Drill and complete infill wells as required, 
including multiple zone horizontal radial 
laterals when appropriate.

Multi-Stage Hydraulic Fracturing  
Perform multi-stage fracs in well sites with 
insufficient porosity and permeability to 
allow for optimal oil flow and recovery.  
The fracturing process will increase or  
restore the rate at which petroleum fluids 
can be produced from the reservoir.
 
Intelligent Artificial Lifts  
Install the latest artificial lift technology 
using digital, real-time remote control for 
down-hole pumps. This system results in 
increased oil production, lower lifting costs, 
improved well site safety and lower energy 
consumption on a per barrel basis. Pumping 
conditions are optimized for each well and 
integrated into a global field optimization 
program to maximize production, and  
ultimately, oil recovery from the reservoir.  

Well Head Oil/Water Separation 
The separation of oil and water can be 
effectively accomplished with an auto- 
mated mechanical separation system.  
This process produces pipeline quality 
crude oil. The treated water contains less 
than 50 parts per million (ppm) oil content; 
in some cases less than 10 ppm is found. 
This water can be re-injected into the  
biosphere with minimal formation damage 
or environmental degradation. It can also  
be reinjected into the reservoir for pressure 
maintenance. 

TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION



THE  
CORPORATE 
TEAM

Etahir Resources Inc. is managed by a group of seasoned high-tech and oil and gas 
executives, who bring with them decades of experience implementing innovation to  
natural resource exploration and development. 

This management team is supported by senior oil and gas professionals from various 
disciplines who are assigned to projects based on specific experiential and industry 
knowledge requirements for that particular undertaking.

This diverse team of strategically minded, managerial and technical individuals can 
quickly evaluate opportunities and take the steps necessary to develop selected  
projects efficiently. 



THE 
CORPORATE

TEAM

Mr. Al Suwaidi is the Chairman of Alsa Engineering, Control & Applications Emirates,
Vmonitor, and Golf Marine Services. He is also on the Board of Directors of a number of
other companies, including National Investment Corporation and Noor Capital. 

In 2010, Mr. Al Suwaidi was elected a board member of the Abu Dhabi Chamber of
Commerce and Industry. He was subsequently appointed by the Abu Dhabi Executive
Council as a board member of the Abu Dhabi Council for Economic Development, a
government advisory group drawn from the area’s leading business people. 

Mr. Al Suwaidi has held several senior positions in the Abu Dhabi National Oil Company
(ADNOC), including the position of Exploration and Production (E&P) Director. He was
concurrently a Board Member of most of the ADNOC subsidiaries, including: ADMA,
ADCO, ZADCO, ADGAS, NDC (Chairman), ADDCAP (Chairman), ADPPOC and several
other companies. 

From 1999 to 2010, Mr. Al Suwaidi served as the Chairman of Al Maha Petroleum, as
listed on the stock exchange in Muscat (Oman). During his term, the company became
Oman’s leading distributor of petroleum products in the Middle East. 

Mr. Al Suwaidi created Aabar Petroleum in 2004, serving on the Board of Directors until
2008. The company was then taken over by the International Petroleum Investment
Company (IPIC) as a strategic investment vehicle for the Emirate of Abu Dhabi

RASHED AL SUWAIDI
Chairman



THE 
CORPORATE
TEAM DOMENIC BUONINCONTRI

Mr. Buonincontri is a seasoned executive management professional with extensive  
business experience in the public and private sectors. He has held senior engineering 
and executive management positions in the high tech consumer electronic industry for 
over twenty-three years.  
 
Mr. Buonincontri was instrumental in applying innovative, market-driven, product 
solutions for large high-tech industry leaders such as Phoenix Industries, Harman 
International and Stanton Magnetics.  
 
A true visionary, Mr. Buonincontri is able to balance his creative thinking, engineering, 
and executive leadership skills in order to build stakeholder value. Mr. Buonincontri  
majored in Electrical Engineering from the University of Calgary, and holds an MBA  
in Product Marketing from Pepperdine University in California, USA.
 
Mr. Buonincontri has been involved in the oil and gas industry as a private investor 
and Board Member for the past 5 years, and is excited to provide his entrepreneurial 
spirit and professional leadership capabilities to Etahir’s Executive Management team. 
 

Chief Executive Officer



THE 
CORPORATE

TEAMVINCE GHAZAR 

Mr. Ghazar is a professional Accountant with over 17 years of domestic and international 
experience in the oil & gas industry. He has held executive and management positions 
with Exchange listed issuers that have been involved in growth, mergers, acquisitions 
and divestitures.   

Mr. Ghazar holds a Bachelor of Arts Degree with a minor in Business from the University 
of Calgary and an Advanced Accounting Certificate from the Southern Alberta Institute 
of Technology, as well as completing the 5th level in the CMA program.  
 
Also forming part of Mr. Ghazar’s formal education includes a CAPPA certificate  
(Canadian Association of Petroleum Production Accounting), as well as certificates of 
completion in the Public Company Compliance Workshops focusing on the regulations 
of the Securities Regulatory Industry, continuous disclosure obligations, and Regulatory 
and Corporate governance practices.     

Mr. Ghazar’s executive and managerial background with Exchange listed issuers  
includes extensive IFRS and GAAP experience, accounting and tax treatment for  
corporation and subsidiaries, as well as Financial Statement and Management’s  
Discussion & Analysis (MD&A) preparation. He has international accounting  
experience in Canada, United States, and Trinidad and Tobago, and has had key  
roles with the preparation of Information Circulars, Plan of Arrangements, and  
Business Acquisition Reports.

Chief Financial Officer



THE 
CORPORATE
TEAM ALI CHATUR 

Mr. Chatur is a Chartered Accountant, a Certified Management Consultant and a  
Certified Financial Planner.  
 
Born in Tanzania at the foot of Mt. Kilimanjaro, Mr. Chatur graduated from the United 
Kingdom as a Chartered Accountant after rigorous training in mid-sized public account-
ing firms in London, progressing to the position of Manager, followed by partnership in a 
firm with a wide range of clients.  
 
Mr. Chatur moved to Canada in 1981 and started his own public accounting firm. 
Over the years, this firm has developed into a consulting practice, providing a range of  
business services in mergers and acquisitions, corporate governance, accounting,  
taxation, management consulting and financial planning.   
 
Mr. Chatur has worked for the Alberta Government in oil and gas royalty auditing, has 
advised clients in oil and gas acquisitions, oil and gas working interest structuring and 
accounting for extracting operations and royalties. He brings broad experience and a 
with an impeccable commitment to ethical standards 

Advisor



THE 
CORPORATE

TEAMJOHN POETKER

John Poetker is a Partner in the Borden Ladner Gervais office in Calgary, AB. Mr. Poetker 
was admitted to the Alberta Bar in 1982. He graduated from the University of Ottawa in 
1982 (cum laude), and obtained his BA in Economics from Carleton University in 1977. 

Mr. Poetker’s current practice in the corporate and securities area evolved from a broad 
spectrum of legal experience in his early years, including litigation, acting for employers 
in labour relations matters, oil and gas, banking, and commercial and corporate matters.

Prior to his admission to the Alberta Bar, Mr. Poetker was a member of the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police for 13 years, receiving his discharge in April 1981. His experience in the 
force consisted of general detachment work in Saskatchewan, administrative responsi-
bilities in the Commercial Crime Branch in Ottawa and Commercial Crime Investigation 
in Alberta. This background helped develop John’s practical, common-sense approach 
to complex matters.

Mr. Poetker’s areas of expertise lie in: advising multinational and SMEs in corporate and 
commercial matters; co-advising and acting on behalf of major contractors with respect 
to public private partnership construction contracts and initiatives; debt and equity financing 
matters; acquisition and disposition of O&G interests; takeovers of publicly traded companies;  
acting as counsel to publicly traded O&G companies; reorganization of corporate 
groups; acting for lenders in financing of various kinds of business including O&G;  
incorporations, shareholder agreements, amalgamations, liquidations, and reorganizations; 
asset/share purchase and sale agreements, trust deeds and security issues.

Corporate Secretary 



MOHAMUD HASSAN HAJI

Mr. Haji has over 30 years engineering experience in the oil and gas industry,  
specializing in liquefied gas. He worked for the Abu Dhabi National Oil Company 
for 25 years within the ADGAS division of the company.

Prior to his employment with ADGAS, Mr. Haji was General Manager, Abu Dhabi, 
for IMV Projects of Calgary, Canada; and for Mustang Engineering in Houston, USA, 
managing said companies engineering oil and gas facilities overseas. 

THE 
CORPORATE
TEAM

VP Business Development, UAE



HSE & SR
POLICY  

The purpose of the HSE & SR Policy is to provide guidance and set expectations for  
Etahir Resources as they conduct their day-to-day business activities.  
 
This policy aims to guide employees, contractors, and partners on how to effectively 
achieve the company’s goals while respecting the company’s firm commitment to 
protecting the natural environment and global community.   

PURPOSE



DEFINITIONS 
Occupational Health/Industrial Hygiene
Occupational health is the promotion of a 
healthy work environment, the protection  
of employees from workplace health hazards, 
and the prevention of occupational illnesses 
and injuries.  
 
Industrial hygiene is the proactive identifi-
cation, evaluation and control of any and 
all factors arising in or from the workplace, 
which may cause illness, impaired health 
and well being, or significant discomfort 
among workers or citizens of the community. 

Process Safety Management 
Process Safety Management is a  
management system focused on the  
prevention of, preparedness for, mitigation 
of response to, and restoration from a  
process safety event. 

Social Responsibility
Maintaining Etahir Resources’ social  
license to operate by interacting openly 
and respectfully with our stakeholders, by 
assessing and managing the social risks 
and impacts of the company’s day-to-day 
activities. 

Sustainability 
The integration of health, safety, environment, 
social, and broader economic considerations 
into the company’s decisions and actions 
in order to meet the needs to the present 
without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs. 

HSE & SR
POLICY



POLICY & RESPONSIBILITY
HSE & SR Policy 
We conduct our business with respect 
and care for people and the environment. 
We comply with all applicable regulatory 
requirements and we apply industry best 
practices. We steward our performance 
through our HSE & SR management system 
and through timely reporting of our perfor-
mance. We provide a safe work environment 
characterized by respect, trust and  
cooperation. We promote a company-wide 
culture that supports HSE & SR, and we 
are guided by the following principles: 

Occupational Health, Personal Safety & 
Process Safety
We are committed to excellence in health 
and safety performance and target a zero 
harm policy for our employees, contractors, 
and within the communities where we work. 
We apply the principles of process safety 
management to maintain the integrity of 
our operations. 

Environmental Management 
We continually evaluate and employ ways 
to reduce the impact of our operations on air, 
water, land resources and natural biodiversity. 
We aim to the minimize waste, and steward 
our operations and production activities to 
protect the people and the environment. 
development, implementation and  
the monitoring of this policy. 

Social Responsibility
We engage openly and honestly with people 
affected by and with a genuine interest in 
our activities, and develop a collaborative 
and mutually beneficial relationship with 
our stakeholders. We contribute to the 
economic and social development of the 
communities where we operate. We  
respect universal human rights and the 
rights of aboriginal and indigenous peoples. 

Responsibility 
The CEO shall take all reasonable steps 
towards compliance with this policy, and is  
responsible for establishing and maintaining 
the practices, guidelines and internal  
controls pertaining to this policy.  
 
The Board of Directors of Etahir Resources 
will oversee the development, implementation 
and monitoring of this policy. 

All Etahir Resources employees are  
required to adhere to the principles of this 
policy and will actively promote its adoption 
by our contractors, joint-venture partners, 
suppliers, customers and agent.  
 
This policy is informed by the ten principles 
contained in the United Nations Global 
Compact (www.unglobalcompact.org). 

HSE & SR
POLICY



ENGINEERING  
& TECHNICAL
RESOURCES



Etahir Resources and Benchmark Engineering have entered into a strategic alliance  
for this venture. 
 
Benchmark will provide their engineering and technical expertise on a priority basis  
to expedite the exploration and production activities in order to advance the Etahir’s 
business objectives.

Benchmark Engineering will source highly qualified professionals from its in-house  
talent pool and extensive roster of specialized consultants, who will apply Canadian oil 
and gas expertise to the particulars of each EOR and exploration and drilling programs. 

STRATEGIC ALLIANCE



BENCHMARK  
ENGINEERING
COMPANY 
PROFILE  

Since 2004 Benchmark Engineering Inc. 
has been providing Engineering and 
Project Management services as well as 
highly skilled field supervision to oil and 
gas producers. 

The firm’s primary objective is to provide 
quality services and personnel for 
construction, drilling and completions 
operations while meeting all industry safety 
and regulatory requirements. 

Benchmark Engineering provides services in 
the following areas: 

 Project Management
 Engineering
 Drilling
 Completions 
 Workovers
 Abandonments / Suspensions
 Optimization
 Wellsite Supervision: 
  Construction 
  Drilling
  Completions 
  Production
 Economic evaluations
 Well Licensing
 Data submissions to regulatory bodies  
 (OGC, ERCB, SIR)
 Liaison with Government Agencies
 Mining Projects:
  Freeze Holes 
  Coring 

Companies that Benchmark has provided 
services for numerous key industry players, 
both in Canada and abroad:

 Husky
 Suncor
 Penn West Petroleum
 Pengrowth
 Crescent Point
 Canadian Forest Oil
 Nexen 
 Encana / Cenovus
 Devon
 Talisman
 TAQA North
 CNRL
 Trilogy Energy
 Fairborne Energy
 Petrobank Energy 
 Galleon Energy
 Sasol (South Africa)
 Coral Hill Energy
 Second Wave Petroleum
 Twin Butte
 Renegade Petroleum
 Stream Oil and Gas (Albania)
 TriOil Resources
 Sure Energy
 Silver Spur Resources
 TransGas
 All Star Energy
 Open Field Resources
 Nova Chemicals 
 Cameco Corp (Cigar Lake and   
 McArthur River Mine)
 Several Other Junior O&G Producers



ENGINEERING 
& TECHNICAL
RESOURCES

Benchmark Engineering has assembled 
a highly respected team of professionals 
who continually provide efficient and 
innovative engineering and field 
supervision services.  

Due to their excellent workmanship, 
Benchmark Engineering has established an 
exceptional reputation amongst their peers 
and throughout the industry.  
 
Benchmark will continue to grow their 
business by maintaining the integrity and 
quality of their services. 

Benchmark Engineering will also continue to 
rely on the successes of the following qualities:
 
 “Permit to Practice” from APEGGA  
 and APEGS
 
 Certificate of Recognition (C.O.R.)
 
 ISNetworld and Complyworks Registrant
 
 Experienced office staff to manage all  
 aspects of the drilling and completion  
 operations
 
 Various levels of Professional Field  
 Consultants (Wellsite Supervisors)

Wade Johnston (P.Eng)  
President 
Wade graduated from the University of 
Alberta in 1999 with a degree in Petroleum 
Engineering. He is an active Member of 
APEGGA and APEGS.  
 
Prior to attending University, Wade worked 
service and drilling rigs where he gained 
valuable experience. He worked for  
Marathon Canada doing production,  
drilling and completions in a number of 
different areas across Western Canada as 
well as drilling in the Gulf of Mexico.   
 
Wade is currently doing both drilling and 
completions at Benchmark with a main 
focus on drilling. He has looked after a 
variety of projects all over Western  
Canada from both the office and field.  
Wade comes from the Lloydminster area.



BENCHMARK  
ENGINEERING
COMPANY 
PROFILE  

Kelly Kalo (CET)  
Drilling / Completions Technologist
Kelly graduated from SAIT with a Petroleum 
Technology Diploma in 2007. He has 
gained field experience working on the rigs 
and various production service companies. 
Kelly has been with Benchmark since 2008 
and is currently assisting in-house with 
drilling and completions programming and 
operations. Kelly comes from the Brooks area.

Warren Thorhaug (CET)  
Drilling / Completions Technologist
Warren graduated from SAIT in 1998 with a 
Petroleum Engineering Technology Diplo-
ma. He also attended the Murchison Drilling 
School in Albuquerque, New Mexico in 
2008. He has over 16 years of experience 
in the Oil and Gas industry. He brings 
experience in critical sour, deep hole, 
horizontal and directional drilling and 
completions environments. Warren has 
several years of management experience 
as well as a solid understanding of 
budgeting, planning and overseeing major 
projects. Warren currently looks after both 
drilling and completions programming 
and operations.

Jess Peterson (CET)  
Drilling / Completions Technologist
Jess graduated from SAIT with a Petroleum 
Technology Diploma in 2005. Jess has 
worked on drilling and service rigs in 
Alberta. He worked for Welltech in the field 
running tractor tools, supervised coring 
rigs for Petro Canada and was a production 
optimization technologist for Crew Energy 
in the Brooks area. Jess has been with 
Benchmark since 2010 and is currently 
looking after both drilling and completions 
programming and operations. Jess comes 
from the Brooks area.

Grant Fischer (P.Eng)  
Completions 
Grant graduated from the University of 
Alberta with a degree in Mechanical 
Engineering in 1973. He is an Active member 
of APEGGA. Grant has held production, 
drilling and completions engineering 
positions with Halliburton, Dome 
Petroleum, and AEC Oil and Gas 
(now Encana) prior to going consulting 
in Completions Engineering in 1996. He 
spent two years rotating overseas in 
Algeria with First Calgary Petroleum.



ENGINEERING 
& TECHNICAL
RESOURCES

Spencer Kosior (EIT)  
Drilling / Completion Engineer 
Spencer graduated from Montana Tech 
with a Bachelor in Science in Petroleum 
Engineering in 2011. He worked in the 
field prior to his education on the drilling 
and service rigs. Spencer currently looks 
after drilling programming and operations.  
Spencer comes from southeast Saskatchewan.

Devin Brown (EIT)  
Drilling / Completions Engineer
Devin graduated from the University of 
Regina in 2010 with a Petroleum Systems 
Engineering degree. Devin has experience 
working on drilling and service rigs as 
well as underbalanced operations in 
Saudi Arabia. Devin looks after both drilling 
and completions programming and 
operations. Devin comes from southeast 
Saskatchewan. 

Nels Eckland (BCom)  
Business Development
Nels has over 18 years of managerial 
experience. He is a graduate of Royal 
Roads University where he attained a 
Bachelor of Commerce degree in 
Entrepreneurial Management. Nels started 
with Benchmark in December 2007 and is 
currently responsible for Client Relations, 
Managing all Field Consultants and 
downtown Sales.

Shawna Sorensen  
Business Development
Shawna has 3 years experience in 
Business Development. She possesses a 
strong managerial background with 
various companies totaling 15 years.  
Shawna is responsible for Sales, consultant 
file management, and ensuring all 
consultants are compliant with 
Benchmark’s policies and procedures.



ETAHIR RESOURCES INC
 

990 1st Avenue NE 
Calgary, AB, Canada 

T2E 8J3 

c: 001 403 617 0386  

info@etahirresources.com

www.etahirresources.com
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